in the historic Cobalt Mining Camp
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Essential metals
in renewable energy
COBALT is used in 3 of the 4 main lithium-based
electric car batteries
SILVER is used in 90% of crystalline silicon
photovoltaic cells in solar panels
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100%-OWNED PAST-PRODUCING MINES

DEVELOPMENT GOAL

»» Castle Mine produced 300,000 lbs cobalt and
9.5 million oz silver (average ore grade of 25 oz/ton Ag)

»» Resume mining high-grade cobalt and silver at the
Castle and Beaver Mines

»» Beaver Mine produced 139,000 lbs cobalt and
7.1 million oz silver (average ore grade of 171 oz/ton Ag)

NEAR-TERM PLANS

FAVOURABLE GEOLOGY AND LOCATION
»» Located in the Cobalt Camp in northern Ontario which
is very rich with cobalt and other metals and is one of
the few places in the world where cobalt is the primary
metal (cobalt is typically a by-product of copper and
nickel mines)
»» Underground mining at over 100 mines in the
Cobalt Camp during the 1900s produced more than
30 million lbs cobalt and 500 million oz silver

»» Additional bulk sampling underground at Castle Mine
»» Underground drilling to test for cobalt and other
metals in various vein structures (data accumulated by
previous mine operators only has silver grades)
»» Ongoing metallurgical testing aimed at producing
cobalt sulphate to specifications provided by potential
customers in Asia
»» Management is considering the possibility of establishing
a mill at the Castle property that can process 600 t/d of ore

»» Past mining focused high-grade silver veins – leaving
behind low-grade silver veins even if they had highgrade cobalt, nickel or other metals – drill assays
usually tested only for silver
»» Silver and cobalt typically found in quartz and calcite
veins in or near the Nipissing Diabase, while gold and
copper tend to be found in Archean Volcanic rock

Native silver in drill core at Castle Mine

DISCOVERY POTENTIAL AT CASTLE

COBALT POTENTIAL AT BEAVER

»» Past focus on silver and on a small area of the
28 km2 Castle property leaves substantial
discovery potential

»» High-grade mineralization at Beaver was again
confirmed in 2017 – selected hand-cobbed material
at surface averaged 4.68% cobalt, 46.9 g/t silver,
3.09% nickel, and 0.08 g/t gold

»» IP geophysical survey in 2017 identified numerous
high-potential drill targets far away from the
previously mined area

»» Previous waste rock samples in 2013 tested:
7.98% cobalt, 3.98% nickel, and 1,246 g/t silver
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Cross-section showing 11 levels totaling 18 km of underground workings at Castle Mine
with access to Level 1 via an adit
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ACCESS TO UNDERGROUND
A Major Advantage

RECENT TEST RESULTS AT
CASTLE MINE

»» Management has obtained permits for access to the
underground workings at the Castle Mine through an adit
used in the past to extract ore

»» Underground bulk samples from Level 1 tested
1.48% cobalt, 5.7 g/t gold, and 46.3 g/t silver, and
produced a 14.8% cobalt concentrate

»» This gives Canada Cobalt Works easy access to
underground workings and the ability to sample and drill
from underground and start mining sooner than others

»» Additional underground bulk samples from other areas
on Level 1 tested up to 3.1% cobalt

»» No other company currently operating in the Cobalt Camp
has underground access

PROVEN METALLURGY – Re-2OX Process
»» Management has expertise in cobalt-silver metallurgy, having
developed a hydrometallurgical process for extracting cobalt
and silver and producing a cobalt commercial product when
working in the Cobalt Camp in the 1980s
»» The company is currently conducting lab tests with its
proprietary Re -2OX process aimed at producing a cobalt
sulphate that would meet the specifications provided by
potential Asian customers

»» Five chip samples taken from a quartz-carbonate vein
on Level 1 averaged 1.06% cobalt, 5.3% nickel and
17.5 g/t silver
»» Phase 1 surface drilling near the adit successfully
intersected mineralization in each hole – Drill Hole
CA-17-16 tested 1.55% cobalt, 0.65% nickel,
0.61 g/t gold and 8.8 g/t silver over 0.65 m at 3.85 m
below the surface
»» XRF analysis throughout the extensive Level 1 workings
demonstrated potential for high-grade cobalt
mineralization within unmined structures along the
adit drifts and walls

»» Lab testing has also shown that the Re-2OX process has
the potential to be used to extract cobalt, lithium and other
metals from spent phone and computer batteries and
additional testing is planned
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Cobalt rosettes in a quartz-carbonate
vein at the Beaver Silver Mine
Cautionary note: This document includes certain “forward-looking” statements within
the meaning of Canadian securities legislation and the United States Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. There can be no assurance that such statements will
prove to be accurate and actual results and future events could differ materially from
those anticipated in such statements. Canada Cobalt Works Inc. does not undertake
to update any forward-looking statement that is included herein, except in accordance
with applicable securities laws. For details regarding forward-looking statements and
a cautionary note to US investors, see the Company’s corporate presentation and its
recent MD&A at www.canadacobaltworks.com.
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